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Abstract 

A mathematical analysis IS presented of the reduction of package stresses by mtroductng an on-chip decouphng 
zone Different configurations of the zones are compared, using the fimte-element method (FEM) and analytical 
models A reductton of several orders of magnitude 1s obtamed when a deep and thm axqmmetncal corrugation 
wtth a V-shaped cross sectlon (a V-zone) IS apphed as the decoupling zone Approximate expressions for the 
stiffness and the force reduction are derived The application of a membrane pressure sensor wrth a V-zone as 
decoupling zone IS evaluated It IS shown that the sensltwity of the sensor IS not reduced by the ad&bon of the 
V-zone 

Introduction 

Many sohd-state devices deal with the problem of 
package stresses [l, 21 To illustrate this problem, a 
membrane pressure sensor will be considered In this 
case the pressure is measured via the deformation of 
a thm pressure-loaded diaphragm m the sensor chip 
In general, the sensor chip 1s mounted on a backplate 
of a dtierent matenal The thermal mismatch between 
the chip and the backplate causes stresses m the dla- 
phragm, which fluctuate with ambient temperature and 
which disturb the sensor signal Figure 1 shows a scheme 
of a conventional packaged pressure sensor m a stress- 
free state, and in a deformed state due to shrmkmg 
of the backplate relative to the sensor chip Three 

FQ 1 Deformations 1x1 a thin diaphragm of a conventronal 
packaged pressure sensor due to shrmkage of the backplate 
relative to the sensor chip radial elongation IA, accompamed by 
a planar force per umt length N and a bendmg moment per 
umt length M, transverse dxsplacement Q of the edge, and edge 
rotatlon J, (resultmg m a centre deflectlon 2),) 
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different deformations occur m the diaphragm (1) a 
radial elongation U, accompanied by a planar force per 
unit length N and a bending moment per umt length 
M, (2) a transverse c&placement z10 of the edge, and 
(3) a rotation J, of the edge (leadmg to a displacement 
o1 of the centre relative to the edge) For the deformation 
of Fig 1, the force N and bendmg moment M will be 
negative Depending on the sensor transduction mech- 
anism, some of these deformations affect the output 
signal We assume that the vertical offset displacement 
v,, does not affect the sensor output qnal, which 1s 
true for stram-based apphcatlons hke membranes with 
embedded stram gauges 

Several methods to reduce package stresses have 
been proposed m the hterature [2-6] To lsolate the 
diaphragm from thermal and other package-Induced 
stresses but to retam the sensltlvlty for stresses caused 
by a pressure dfierence, we propose to introduce a 
decoupling zofle around the diaphragm, see Fig 2 [7] 
The function of the decouphng zone IS to transform 

Fig 2 The sensor chip under mvestlgatlon a sensor diaphragm 
(1) surrounded by an inner nm (Z), a corrugated decouplmg 
zone (3) and an outer run (4) 
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loads at the outer edge mto local deformations with 
a small unpact on the mner edge of the zone A circular 
corrugated zone serves this purpose very well, because 
a large tangential stiffness and a low radial stiffness 
are obtained smmltaneously Moreover, m an ax~sym- 
metrical structure one type of stress concentration is 
avoided due to the absence of sharp wrners m the 
plane of the zone Therefore, all structures considered 
here are axlsymmetrlcal 

The advantages of this concept are (1) a very large 
reduction due to the large tangential stfiess and the 
small radial sttiness of the circular zone, (2) a good 
isolation, thanks to the fact that the decoupling zone 
directly encloses the sensor, (3) the bonding interface 
between the sensor chip and support 1s outside the 
dewuplmg zone, and (4) an additional intermediate 
IS avoided Apphcatlon 1s possible for transverse-loaded 
mlcromechamcal devxes, e g , pressure sensors, of which 
the sensor technology and zone technology will then 
have to be integrated 

For modelhng the mechanical behavlour of the sensor 
chip, mcludmg the decoupling zone, the structure 1s 
dlvlded into four parts, see Fig 2 (1) the diaphragm, 
(2) the inner nm, (3) the dewuplmg zone, and (4) 
the outer nm Before analysmg the complete sensor 
chip, a theoretical model will be derived for three 
different wnfiguratlons of the dewuplmg zone no 
decouphng zone, a flat decouplmg zone, and a wr- 
rugated dewuphng zone, see Fig 3 The corrugated 
zone cons&s of one corrugation mth a V-shaped cross- 
section (a V-zone) With the stlfiess of the decoupling 
zone small compared to the sttiness of the rims, it is 
practical to consider the zone as clamped at the inner 
radius and loaded by an unposed (mid-plane) dls- 
placement u,~ or rotation & at the outer edge (Note 
by comparmg the different decoupling zones, the same 
imposed displacements (rotations) are applied at the 

(4 

(b) 

Fig 3 Cross sections of the dfferent comdered configuratlons 
(a) no decouplmgzone, (b) flat decouplmg zone, and (c)corrugated 
decouplmg moe 

outer chrp radius, which 1s allowed d the stiffness of 
the zone 1s small compared to its nm If the latter 1s 
not the case, then reducmg the stiffness of the dewuphng 
zone ~111 result m an increase of the imposed da- 
placement load ) The stsness of the zone is represented 
by the sttiness matrw at the outer edge of the zone 

(1) 

Note that according to Maxwell’s reciprocal theorem 
[8], this stiffness matrrx IS symmetrical for linear elastic 
behavlour (S,, = S,,) 

The reduction factor of the zone is defined as the 
ratio between the internal forces or moments at the 
outer radius and inner radius 

force reduction factor = NJN,, 

moment reduction factor =M.,,,/M,, 
(2) 

(see also Fig 4) Combmmg the stiffness matrm and 
the reduction factor, the zone can be characterized by 
a transfer matrix relating the force per unit length N,, 
and moment per unit length M,, at the inner radius 
of the zone to the unposed (mid-plane) displacement 
u,,~ and rotation I,$,“~ at the outer radius of the zone 

[::I = [z: 21 [21”,” *n_O 

(3) 

The flat zone 

The flat zone is analysed as a circular plate with a 
circular hole at the centre, see Fig 4 The theoretical 
descnptlon of the flat zone 1s the same as for the 
structure without a zone The only dtierence 1s the 
value of the thickness t (wafer thickness m the case 
of no zone) Eixpresslons for the radial displacements 
u(r) and the rotations fir) as a function of the planar 
force per unit length N,,, and the bending moment 
per unit length MO,, are known from elementary me- 
chanics for small displacements [9, lo] The force 
reduction factor and moment reduction factor are equal 
for the flat zone 

NJN,, =M,,,/M,, = 0 5[1+ y+ (I- J’)(r&~t)‘] (4) 

Fig 4 Definrtlon of geometry and boundaq condltlons of the 
flat decouplmg zone 



The value of this reduction factor wdl always he between 
(1 + v)/2 and 1 It should be noted that the values of 
the forces or moments can be much larger m the cast 
of a thick zone due to the larger stiffness of this 
structure, leading to much higher stresses m the dla- 
phragm For no flat zone, the actual imposed dlsplace- 
ments/rotatlons at the outer edge will be smaller com- 
pared to a thm flat zone as a result of the increasing 
sttiness The transfer matrix of the flat zone becomes 

[ 1 Nm = 
M, (l- 2;;; --T,2) [b :,,2] [z] O) 

v&h Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio v, thickness 
t and inner and outer radius r,, and r,,,, respectively 
The cross-coefficients T12 and T,, m the matnx of eqn 
(3) are zero for a flat zone the displacement/force 
equations are not coupled with the rotatton/moment 
equations Equation (5) shows that a smaller force N,, 
and bendmg moment M,, are obtained for a smaller 
thickness t, a larger width r,,,-r,,, and a larger nuddle 
radius (rout +r,,)/2 (as well as by a smaller Young’s 
modulus) 

The circular V-zone 

Analytuzal model 
For the analytical model the cucular V-zone IS sep- 

arated mto two comcal shells which are connected at 
the bottom point The mner comcal shell IS defined 
as m Fig 5 with thickness t, inner radius r,,, outer 
radius r,,, = (r,,,,+r,)& and angle 7, resulting m a depth 
H= (r,,,-r,,,) tan y The solutions for the radial dls- 
placements u(r), the rotations fir), the radial component 
of the internal forces per unit length N(r) and the 
bending moments per unit length M(r) as a function 
of the radial coordinate r (r,” <r,<r,,,) are then [ll] 

u(r) = F [A,(2v bel,x-x bel,‘x) 

-A,(2v berg-x ber,‘x) 

+B,(2v kel,x -x kel,‘x) -B,(2v kerg -x kerz’x)] 

Ftg 5 Detimtlon of geometry and boundary condlhons of the 
corrugated decouplmg zone 
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N(r) = ::Qfy’ [A, bel,x-A, ber,x 

+ B, kel$ - B2 ker*x)] 

t/i(r) =A, ber,x +A, bel,x + B, ker,x + B, kel,x 

M(r) = ‘* [A,(2v ber,x+x ber,‘x) 

+ A,(2v ber$++x beh’x) 

+B,(2v ker$+x ker,‘x) + B2(2v kel,x +x kel,‘x)] 

where 

A = [3(1- v’)]‘” 

and 

x = (8hr tan y/r cos y)ln 

The functions her,, bel,, ker, and kel, are Kelvm 
fun&Ions of second order [12] These can be expressed 
m terms of Kelvm functions of zeroth order and then 
derlvatlves [ll, 121 For large x (x> 25) the second- 
order Kelvm functions can be approxunated by 

kerG= -kern- - 

kel,x= -keK=(gy sm(& + i) exp(-x/2’“) (7) 

The constants A, and B,, I = 1, 2, are to be determmed 
from the boundary condltlons The complete V-zone 
IS modelled by connecting a second conical shell, with 
mner radius r,,,, outer radius r,,,,, and the same top 
angle, but reversely orientated The eight constants A, 
and B,, 1=1, 2, 3, 4, can be solved using the four 
boundary conditions at the edges (at r=r,, and r= ro.,,J 
and the four equations of continuity of displacements 
and loads at the connection point (at r=rm) In order 
to evaluate the V-zone, the inner radius IS clamped 
for radial displacement (u,,,=O) and rotation (#,” =O), 
as well as for a displacement m the axial dlrectlon In 
that case no transverse forces occur m the zone and 
the radial component of the internal force per unit 
length N(r) IS the total internal force per umt length 
m the V-zone At the outer radius the boundary con- 
ditions are an imposed displacement ZJ =u,,, and/or 
an imposed rotation $=J& Unless otherwise men- 
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ttoned, a Young’s modulus E= 150 X 101’ N/m’, a POIS- 
son’s ratio v=O 17 and a V-zone angle y=54 74” are 
applied 

Figure 6 shows the normalized drsplacements u(r)/ 
l4 0”I and the normahzed internal forces N(r)/N,,, as a 
functron of the radial coordmate m a V-zone under 
an unposed drspiacement u,,~ of the outer radius 
(I,+,,,, = 0) These analyttcal results were verified by FEM 
calculations, using the Framatome software SYSTUS, 
with axrsymmetrlcal shell-elements and differences were 
smaller than 1% (Note that by using these elements, 
unreahstlc FEM results for the force at pomts close 
to the mner edge can be obtained because of problems 
with convergence ) The dtscontunuty m the dertvatrve 
of the radial displacement at the bottom of the V- 
zone, as seen m Fig 6, was also observed m the FEM 
results The curves show the charactenstrc behavtour 
of the V-zone described by the Kelvin functions a fast 
exponential decrease of effects at the outer edge, as 
well as an altematmg nature 

Approxunate reductron factor of forces and moments 
From the above analytical model the reduction factors 

N,,,,IN,, and M,,,IM,, can be determined Figure 7 
shows the force reduction factor N,,,/N,, as a function 
of K, with K defined as 

K = (.&“I -X,n)/2”2 

lR_ l/z 

=2[3(1- v’)J’“[tan’~(l+ tan,y)]‘” rou’ t ,nr’” (8) 

The curves m Fig 7 were plotted for fixed thickness 
(t = 2 pm, H variable) as well as for fixed depth (H = 200 
pm, t variable) for a range of values of r,,, (r,” =0 5, 
15 and 2 5 mm, respectively) and for y=54 74” For 
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FIN 6 The normahzed displacement u/u,,, and the normallzed 
Internal force N/NW, as a function of the radial coordmate r m 
a cxcular V-zone H=lOO pm, t=2 pm and y-5474” 
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K 
Fig 7 Analytical results for the force reductton factor N,,,/N,, 
as a function of K for a circular V-zone The depth H IS varied 
for fixed thickness t = 2 pm and the thickness t IS vaned for fixed 
depth H= 200 pm, both wth r,. =0 5,15 and 2 5 mm, respectwely 
For all curves y=5474”, E=l5OXlO”’ N/m’ and v=O 17 

NJN,, =W,,,IM,. = Cred exp(K) 

K>2 both reduction factors can be approxtmated by 

(9) 

wrth Cred = 0 19 k 0 03 
The value of the proporttonahty factor Cred was 

derived by linear extrapolatton to K= 0 For small values 
of K (1 e , a thrck and narrow zone) the exact soluhon, 
obtained usmg eqns (6), approaches a reduction factor 
of one, which IS realistic For K> 2 eqn (9) IS very 
useful for estrmatmg a reduction without making the 
labortous calculattons described here For large K the 
force N,, at the inner edge 1s very small Due to the 
alternating character of the Kelvm functtons, tt IS even 
possrble to obtain a zero or negattve internal force N,, 
at r =r,, whrle a posrtrve force N,,, IS actmg at r=rO’,,, 
However, the required geometries (e g, an extremely 
thrn V-zone) are not reahstrc for this application This 
alternation was observed, but tt IS omitted m the 
representatron of the results Equation (9) approaches 
the reductron factor wtthm 2% for geometries for our 
purpose, but m general tt represents the absolute lower 
bound value of the reduction factor for a certain K 
The load used to obtain the results of Fig 7 was an 
Imposed displacement, but an Imposed rotation grves 
srmrlar results The moment reductron factor M,,,/M,, 
also gtves stmtlar results for both load cases 

Approxmate coejjklents of transfer mahxx 
An approximate closed form was found for the four 

coefficrents T,, of the transfer matnx by usmg relation 
(9) for the reduction factor and by denvmg the elements 
of the shtfness matw at r=r,,,,,, see eqn (1) The 
approxunate coefficients of the transfer matrtx of the 
V-zone become 
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The coefficients T12 and T,, are not zero for this 
configuration u,,~ not only causes a planar force per 
umt length N,,,,, but also a bendmg moment A&,,,, and 
so does I+& The approximated transfer matrix 1s based 
on the stiffness rnatrlx at the outer edge and 1s therefore 
symmetrical (wlthm the accuracy of C,,) Because eqn 
(9) was used, the expressions for the coefficients are 
valid m the same range, I e , K>2 The approxunate 
solutions were verified with the exact analytical solutions 
To evaluate the latter, an equation solver software 
program was used 

Discussion 

Reduction factors of a V-zone with clamped inner 
edge and loaded outer edge are several orders of 
magnitude large Clampmg the outer edge and loading 
the mner edge would result m a slmllarly large reduction 
factor If both edges are loaded, the influence of each 
load on the other edge 1s neghglble the edges are 
decoupled It 1s not necessary to clamp one of the 
edges to require a large reduction Loading the outer 
edge with a free movmg inner edge causes a large 
reduction of displacements and rotations Consequently 
the inner run m the sensor chip 1s not essential for 
the reduction of stresses and it IS possible to connect 
the V-zone directly to the diaphragm In that case the 
forces and bendmg moments, as well as the daplace- 
ments and rotations, are reduced 

FEM snnulatlons showed that the maxunum reduction 
factor for given values of width r,,,-r,, and angle y 
1s always obtained by a mmunum number of V-zones 
with maxunum depth H In the case of more than one 
V-zone, the reduction factor IS larger d all the V-zones 
are directly connected, without nms m between An 
lllustratlon 1s the choice between one single V-zone 
with depth H or two equal V-zones with depth HI2 
To apply eqn (9) the assumption of a relatively stti 
ring with zero radial length between both zones has 
to be made, so that both V-zones are clamped at theu 
inner radius Equations (8) and (9) then show that the 
reduction factor of the single zone IS about five times 
larger than the multlphcatlon of the reduction factors 
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of the two smaller V-zones For n V-zones the total 
reduction factor then becomes 

= (C,,$ -YNourlW1 umc (11) 

where K refers to the single V-zone that would have 
a width of the total n V-zones and a depth of II times 
the depth of one of the n V-zones 

The results showed that the parameters of the V- 
zone with a major influence are the depth, the thickness 
and the width V-zones wth different material properties 
or circular zones with altername cross sections are 
expected to give similar results 

The sensor chip 

Two-dlmenslonal FEM results are compared with 
analytical calculations of the whole sensor chip for the 
different configurations of the decoupling zone In this 
analysis the backplate IS assumed to unpose a radial 
displacement and a rotation at the outer edge of the 
sensor chip Again by comparmg the different decouplmg 
zones the same imposed displacements (rotations) at 
the outer chip radius are applied, which IS allowed if 
the stiffness of the chip 1s small compared to Its housing 
If the relations between displacements, rotations, planar 
forces and moments for each part are known, then 
connection of the parts, applymg the cc&mu@ of 
internal forces and of moments as well as the contunuty 
of displacements and of rotations at the interfaces, 
yields the total solution Effects of local deformations 
at the interfaces are neglected, 1 e , displacements are 
due to transverse bendmg and planar elongation only 
Note that m the case of a step m the neutral plane, 
for example, between the diaphragm and the inner run, 
there are two addltlonal contnbutlons at the interfaces 
the planar force of the connecting plate causes an 
additional wntrlbution for the internal bending mo- 
ments, and the rotation of the connecting plate causes 
an additional contrlbutlon for the radial displacements 
The rims are analysed as plates from which expressions 
for the radial displacements and the rotations as a 
function of the planar forces and the bendmg moments 
are known from elementary mechanics [9, lo] 

Figure 8 shows the resulting planar force m the sensor 
diaphragm when a radial displacement u,,, IS nnposed 
on the outer edge of the sensor chip The planar force 
was as good as uniform over the diaphragm m the 
different dIrections The diaphragm used for these 
calculations has a radius of 05 mm and thickness of 
2 pm The decoupling zones have the same thickness 
as the diaphragm and inner and outer radu of 15 and 
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FIN 8 Analytical and FEM results for planar force m the 
diaphragm as a function of the unposed radial displacement uwt 
at the edge of the sensor cinp for three ddkent configurations 

2 25 mm, respectively The corrugated decouphng zone 
contams a V-zone with a depth of 380 pm The thickness 
and outer radius of the chip are 380 pm and 3 mm, 
respectively 

The symbols represent the FEM calculations, using 
quadratic two-dlmennonal axlsymmetrlc elements with 
non-lmear large deflectlons For the considered dls- 
placement range, the linear analytical model (solid lmes) 
shows a good agreement with the FEM results Only 
the configuratlon wlthout a decouphng zone shows a 
higher-order deviation, due to non-linear effects not 
accounted for m the analytical model The reduction 
of the planar force m the diaphragm usmg a flat or 
corrugated decouphng zone 1s evident For a certain 
(negative) displacement u,,~ buckling occurs m the flat 

decoupling zone, the slope of the curve beyond the 
buckhng pomt, wluch was not included m these models, 
1s expected to equal half the slope before buckhng [13] 

Influence of anisotropy 

The influence of the amsotroplc elastic properties 
of silicon compared to the (lsotroplc) analytical cal- 
culations was mvestlgated Figure 9 shows Young’s 
modulus E, Poisson’s ratlo v and the value of E/(1 - IJ) 
and E/(1 - v”) for sdlcon m a (100) plane [14] De- 
pending on the geometry and kmd of load, E, E/(1 - v) 
or E/( 1 - ?‘) represents an effective Young’s modulus 
and m the case of blaxlal loading E/(1 - v) should be 
used In the (100) plane the value E/( 1 - v) = 1805 x 10” 
N/m’ IS constant, whde E and E/(1-v’) vary from 
130x 10” to 169x 1O’l N/m2 and 141 x 1O’l to 
170 x 1O’l N/m’, respectively In all lsotroplc snnulatlons 
and calculations Young’s modulus E = 150 X 1O1’ N/m’ 
and Poisson’s ratlo v=O 17 were used, resultmg m the 
value 1 805 X 1Ol’ N/m’ for E/(1 - v) 

In the case of blaxlal loadmg, hke m-plane loadmg 
of a circular diaphragm, lsotrop~c FEM slmulatlons 
agreed with amsotroplc FEM slmulatlons m the (100) 
plane, winch Justdies the choice for E and v Also for 
a flat zone m a (100) plane (not purely blaxlal loadmg) 
there was agreement to wthm 2% Due to the orl- 
entatlon-dependent stdfness of the anisotropIc V-zone, 
an increased overall strffness of the zone, and therefore 
a decreasmg reduction, 1s expected FEM slmulatlons 
showed that the force reduction of the elastically an- 
isotropic sdlcon V-zone was about 25% smaller in 
comparison with the elastically lsotroplc V-zone 
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(100) plane 

I “Y 

2 d 
(Oil) (010) 

angle with (1OO)dkAkm 

Fig 9 Young’s modulus E, Po~sson’s ratlo v and the ratios E/(1-v) and E/(1-v’) for slhcon as a function of the dIrectIon uy a 
(100) plane 



Influence of the decoupling zone on the sensitivity of 
the pressure sensor 

FEM sunulatlons to mvestlgate the influence of the 
decoupling zone on the sensttlvlty of the pressure sensor 
were carried out The sensor chip m Fig 2, conslstmg 
of a thm diaphragm (1) and surrounded by a V-zone 
(3), IS loaded by a pressure difference AP The function 
of the mner nm (2) 1s to mamtam the edge condition 
for a clamped membrane, which means that the rotation 
at the edge remains zero We also mvestlgated a struc- 
ture with a decouplmg zone without this Inner run 
The results are compared with a sensor chip contammg 
a diaphragm only (wth a wedge-shaped run), with a 
clamped membrane and wth a snnply supported mem- 
brane The FEM results agreed with analytical results 
of the clamped and the sunply supported membranes 
All configurations were simulated with zero uutlal strain 
(zero residual stress) 

Figure 10 shows the strain m the upper fibre at the 
centre of the diaphragm as a function of the applied 
pressure difference for the different structures The 
dimensions of the diaphragm and zone are the same 
as used before, 1 e , for the diaphragm a thickness 2 
pm and radius 05 mm and for the V-zone the same 
thickness and a depth of 380 pm The diaphragm with 
a wedge-shaped run (without decoupling zone) shows 
small chRerences compared wth the diaphragm with 
clamped edged, the difference bemg caused by the 
fimte stiffness of the outer rim [15] The addition of 
the V-zone with thick inner nm (380 pm) changes the 
stram in the upper fibre at the centre of the diaphragm 
by 1% or less This means that the requirement to 

0 1 
4 

0 1 2 3 4 

pressure APIE (IO-‘) 

Rg 10 FEM results of the stram m the upper fibre at the 
centre of a pressure-loaded diaphragm for three configuratlons 
no decouphng zone, surrounded by V-zone with mner nm, and 
surrounded by V-zone wlthout mner nm Also shown are results 
for a membrane wtth clamped edge or simply supported edge 
All configuratlons are modelled for zero mltlal stram (zero residual 
stress) 
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maintain the edge condltlon for a clamped membrane 
is achieved 

The structure with the decouplmg zone directly 
around the diaphragm, 1 e , wlthout inner run, shows 
a shghtly larger sensltlvlty of the strain m the upper 
fibres at the centre of the membrane compared to the 
first three structures mth inner run In fact the bending 
strain field m the whole diaphragm will change and a 
new design for the optimal sensltlvlty of this integrated 
decoupled membrane pressure sensor may be required 
In general the stram m the upper fibres at the centre 
of the diaphragm 1s not very sensltlve for changes of 
the edge condition This result, combmed with the large 
reduction and the efficient use of chip area, makes the 
device without inner nm very attractive for apphcatlon 
m a membrane pressure sensor with stram gauges 
Besides, m this device urlthout inner nm the mittal 
strams and stresses are also reduced as a result of the 
stress relief appearmg m the V-zone The other two 
structures will not have this advantage, and there an 
mcreasmg mltlal strain will result m a decreasing pres- 
sure sensitivity 

In this paper only the forces at the centre of the 
diaphragm were evaluated The results are of interest 
for the application of decouphng zones m a stram- 
based dlfferentlal pressure sensor The stress at the 
edge of the decouplmg zone was not evaluated For 
a comer with infinite curvature the local stress would 
be mfimte The actual stress very much depends on 
the actual shape at this posltlon Obviously, mfmite 
curvatures should be avolded m practice The actual 
shape at this posltlon will not influence the global 
reduction of the decoupling zone 

Conclusions 

It was shown that It 1s possible to reduce package 
stresses by several orders of magmtude by mtroducmg 
an on-chip decouplmg zone around a device A flat 
zone and a corrugated zone, conslstlng of a circular 
shell with a V-shaped cross sectlon, were mathematically 
analysed and the models were venfied by means of 
FEM snnulatlons This resulted m a design rule to 
descnbe the stress reduction due to the decouphng 
zone Theoretically, reduction factors of 1000 and higher 
can be realized by usmg a deep and thin axlsymmetncal 
V-zone as decoupling zone On-chip apphcatlon of the 
V-zone for a membrane pressure sensor based on strain 
measurement ~111 not affect the sensltmty tf the zone 
and the membrane are separated by a run The on- 
chip apphcatlon with the V-zone duectly connected to 
the edge of the diaphragm 1s attractwe Besides the 
effictent use of the sensor chip, a large reduction of 
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package-induced stresses 1s achreved whde the sensmvrty 
of the sensor IS slightly increased 
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